
The 
'DEVON 

Free-Standing 
MOTENT 

The Devon Motent has been specially 
designed for the Volkswagen Devon 
Motor Caravan. In addition to offering 
extra accommodation, it provides an 
excellent means of retaining your 
camp site when the vehicle is driven 
away for normal use. One of its great 
advantages is that your Volkswagen 
vehicle requires no modification in 
order for the tent to be used the 
moment you buy it. 

https://www.justkampers.com/camper-van-motorhome-and-camping-accessories/awnings-sun-canopies/motorhome-awnings/just-kampers-retro-awning-rhd-orange-grey.html
https://www.justkampers.com/camper-van-motorhome-and-camping-accessories/awnings-sun-canopies/motorhome-awnings/just-kampers-retro-awning-rhd-blue-grey.html


Fine quality materials are used in the 
Devon Motent. The tent side walls are 
manufactured from continental quality 
canvas and the roof from a tough trans
lucent P.V.C. coated nylon material. This 
offers maximum waterproofing qualities. 

The groundsheet is made of P.V.C./Nylon 
"Wavelock " material and forms a complete 
tray fixing to each corner pole with a deep 
skirt to fit below the vehicle floor. The 
overall result gives maximum underfoot 
water protection. 

The Devon Motent is provided with a 
canopy awning over the side entrance by 
means of two upright poles , giving extra 
shelter and shade at the doorway . 

In addition to the side door , a large nylon 
mesh window with roll-down night or rain 
cover is built in at the rear end of the tent. 
Visibility from inside the tent is provided 
by a panoramic window in hard wearing 
transparent material. This window is 
provided with complete curtaining for 
privacy . 

The spring loaded light-weight steel frame 
offers quick erection and can be easily 
and conveniently packed . 

The Devon Motent, including the ground
sheet is made from materials of a Sand 
Beige colour. This colour selection has 
been made for two reasons - one being 
that it blends well in camping surroundings 
and secondly it does not show soiling as 
much as many other colours. 

The Devon Motent is attached to the vehicle 
by means of a special plastic channeling 
which clips easily and securely to the 
vehicle roof guttering . . 

The Devon Motent is a site-reta ining free
standing tent and with the side door zips 
closed becomes a normal frame tent 
when lef t on a camp site. 

6' x 10' x 7' high at the apex, reducing to 6' 
high at the eaves. The whole tent offers 
60 sq. ft. of extra floor space. 

£57.75 
(including delivery anywhere in the U.K.) 

The Devon Motent is available (cash with order) from 

DEVON CONVERSIONS LTD 
Alexandria Works, Sidmouth, Devon • or through any V.W. dealer 

https://www.justkampers.com/camper-van-motorhome-and-camping-accessories/awnings-sun-canopies/motorhome-awnings/just-kampers-retro-awning-lhd-orange-grey.html



